
Reliable Wi-Fi for 
your business



Whether you have a small office or a complex of buildings, we are here to provide
the best Wi-Fi connectivity and performance for your organization.

Enjoy a secure Wi-Fi connection 
effortlessly, whether you're at the office, 
relaxing on the restaurant terrace, 
or in the reception area!



Superior speed and performance

We provide state-of-the-art equipment and advanced 

technologies to ensure fast speed and optimal performance.



Extended coverage and strong signal

Regardless of the size of your business space, we will design 

and implement a Wi-Fi network that ensures full coverage of the 

entire area and a strong signal in every corner of your building.



Advanced security

By employing reliable security solutions and advanced encryption, 

we ensure that your Wi-Fi network is protected against cyber threats 

and unauthorized access.



Scalability and flexibility

Our service is designed to be scalable and flexible to accommodate 

your ever-changing needs.



starkebab

Comoda ensures an uninterrupted high-performance Wi-Fi network 

across the entire starkebab restaurant chain, encompassing 14 locations, 

a Call Center, and the Back Office.

Client HORECA



Poiana Bradului

Using Ubiquiti technologies, we have successfully provided extensive Wi-Fi 

coverage for the “Poiana Bradului” complex. As a result, the resort's guests 

can now enjoy fast and secure internet access across the entire area, 

ensuring a seamless online experience throughout their stay.

Client HORECA



Volta

Comoda is the trusted partner of Volta stores, ensuring successful setup 

and maintenance of a Wi-Fi network for their customers. Through the 

reliable network established by Comoda, Volta's customers enjoy a secure 

internet connection.

Client RETAIL



More Comoda customers



Contact us

(+373 22) 843 198
(+373) 79 725 501

office@comoda.md

Experience the full benefits of our IT maintenance services with a 14-day free trial. 
Contact us today and discover how we can help your business thrive.
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